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Abstract—Energy efficiency has been a longstanding design
challenge for wearable sensor systems. It is especially crucial
in continuous subject state monitoring due to the ongoing need
for compact sizes and better sensors. This paper presents an
energy-efficient classification algorithm, based on partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). In every time step,
POMDP dynamically selects sensors for classification via a sensor
selection policy. The sensor selection problem is formalized as
an optimization problem, where the objective is to minimize
misclassification cost given some energy budget. State transitions
are modeled as a hidden Markov model (HMM), and the corresponding sensor selection policy is represented using a finite-state
controller (FSC). To evaluate this framework, sensor data were
collected from multiple subjects in their free-living conditions.
Relative accuracies and energy reductions from the proposed
method are compared against naïve Bayes (always-on) and simple
random strategies to validate the relative performance of the algorithm. When the objective is to maintain the same classification
accuracy, significant energy reduction is achieved.
Index Terms—Classification, energy efficiency, hidden Markov
model, optimization, partially observable Markov decision
process, sensor selection, wearable platform.

I. INTRODUCTION
EARABLE technology has advanced rapidly in the past
decade due to low-cost wireless and sensor electronics.
It has increasingly found uses in healthcare applications such as
Parkinson’s disease management [1], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [2], neurorehabilitation [3], and general health monitoring [4]—most of which require continuous
subject monitoring. Furthermore, for many hidden medical conditions, symptoms are often missed during traditional clinical
visits; and cumulative, free-living monitoring of physical activities with wearable systems has shown to be a major clinical
outcome for patients with chronic diseases [5], [6].
Designing a wearable system for continuous activity monitoring entails multiple conflicting requirements—functionality,
package size, battery capacity, and connectivity [7]–[9]. For instance, the combination of sensor data acquisition and signal
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processing algorithms must provide adequate information that
describe the patients, but the wearable system must be lightweight enough to be worn in real life.
Among all the design requirements, energy efficiency has
been a major design consideration of wearable platforms [10],
[11]. Battery life is often severely limited in wearable applications, yet constant classification and wireless sensing induce
significant energy consumption. Many existing applications do
not address this problem directly because the length of their experiments and pilot studies are relatively short and the depicted
situations are often controlled. Such scenarios may not be applicable in practice: battery energy can be completely depleted
within hours if not managed properly [12], and recharging is
often unavailable while the systems are in use. Consequently,
more energy-efficient techniques are needed to manage battery
use while minimizing misclassification costs.
Efficient use of battery energy often depends on applications and available sensors. Often times, not all sensors are
needed to recognize certain activities (e.g., running, resting,
and walking) [13]. Intelligently activating sensors and other
resources on-demand to reduce energy consumption becomes
more important. In traditional and mobile computing, a timeout
policy is a simple technique for minimizing energy consumption. These techniques, however, often focus on minimizing
energy consumption without much control of performance
constraints [4], [15]. For wearable platforms, there should be
a method to gauge the amount of useful information collected
for a given energy constraint, because classification accuracy is
the ultimate measure of relative performance.
Leveraging context awareness has become a viable solution
that can help alleviate some of the sensing requirements in continuous monitoring [16]. For instance, Wu et al. shows how a
hierarchy of sensors is used by keeping track of heart rate variability after exercising through motion sensing [17]. Cakmakci
et al. [18] uses the IBM WristWatch [19] to demonstrate energy
reduction through context awareness (with an accelerometer).
Krause [20] and Wang [21], [22] studied the tradeoff between
prediction accuracy and power consumption in mobile sensing
under a Markov framework. Other studies that discuss similar
design processes and tradeoffs include acoustic sensing [23], the
autonomous sensor button [24], MEDIC [25], the Smart Module
[26], KNOWME system [11], and EEMSS [27]. In many of
these examples, the key is to recognize the next best course of
action (e.g., activating an ECG sensor) given a particular context (e.g., running) to minimize unnecessary sensor use. The
proposed solution leverages context awareness by modeling the
dependencies between successive contexts: at a particular point
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Fig. 1. System description and influence diagrams. (a) Dynamic sensor control. (b) POMDP. (c) FSC-POMDP.

in time, some contexts are stochastically more likely than others
[20]. The main intuition to energy-efficient sensing is to activate
sensors episodically (e.g., [28]). This paper proposes a decisiontheoretic approach to select sensor resources for accurate context classification, while keeping the average energy consumption below some budget. This constrained optimization problem
is formulated under the framework of a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP). POMDP models the context transitions as a Markov process. Each Markov state generates an observation from sensors via feature extractions. Examples of POMDP include medical diagnosis, decision making,
and assistive technology [29]–[31].
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The architecture of the proposed framework is illustrated in
Fig. 1(a), which resembles a general feedback control system.
At each time step (or epoch), the system acquires sensor data
and processes the data through feature extraction and symbol
generation. The output from the processing serves as the input to
(a) context classification, and (b) a dynamic control block. Context classification computes the most likely state at the current
epoch . The dynamic control block generates a sensor control
signal that adjusts the operating state of the sensors. The objective is to reach a desired condition in the long run (e.g., mini). Note that the
mizing average misclassification cost as
control policy associated with the dynamic control is computed
offline; its execution does not induce significant runtime costs.
The following sections discuss each of the major blocks in detail.
A. Sensors and Feature Extraction
First, sensor data are acquired at a sufficient sampling rate.
They are then used to generate distinctive features for classification. Most feature extraction algorithms select a specific
processing window size (e.g., four seconds) to facilitate data
analyses; one feature is extracted in every window.
During training data collection, the range of values of each
feature is discretized into a finite number of intervals (or bins),
essentially performing Gaussian cluster discretization [13].
Thus, the true feature value falls into exactly one of these intervals. The number of intervals for each feature is determined
primarily using available training data. Such a discretization
greatly facilitates supervised learning and computations related
to inference [13].

as the -th bin of the -th feature; that
Denote the value
is,
represents the index of the interval enumeration in the
feature discretization step described above. For example, if a
feature takes on a Gaussian distribution that is discretized into
bins, then
. Multiple features can
be vectorized (i.e., a feature vector),
. The
feature space, , corresponds to the set of all possible values
can take on.
B. Observation Symbol Generation
In many applications, the cardinality of
, can become
large. Symbol generation is a method for reducing the cardinality by enumerating into a finite number of subsets, with
each subset mapped to a numerical observation symbol. Denote
as the -th subset. The process of symbol generation maps each of the
to the respective observation symbol
. Furthermore,
and
. The two conditions ensure that
maps to exactly one observation symbol
.
every
For example, one can map each possible
to a unique observation symbol.
C. Context Classification and Dynamic Control
The observation symbol
is used to (a) compute the
state classification output, and (b) issue a sensor control signal
to be executed in the next epoch. Classification involves state inference; it outputs the estimated state, . Furthermore, based on
, the dynamic control system generates a sensor control signal,
, which determines the availability of different sensors in the
next epoch. Both classification and dynamic control are elaborated upon in the subsequent sections.
III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
POMDP is a discrete-time, controlled hidden Markov model
(HMM) where the outcomes are partly stochastic and partly
under user control [32]. Note that in the proposed framework,
the (hidden) state transitions are undisturbed by the actions; that
is, the system does not have control over user activities.
Definition 1: A POMDP can be defined as
:

state space

:

action space

:

observation space
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state-transition probability to next
, given present
state
state

:

:

:

observation probability of symbol
, given state
and action
the -th cost function, given present
and action
state

The state space contains all the states of interest (e.g., user
activities), which is usually defined by domain experts based
comprises the set of
on the application. The action space
all available sensor control signals (e.g., activate/deactivate sensors). Observation space contains the set of all possible observation symbols as extracted from the feature space . The
, models the evolution of
state-transition probability,
, represents
the states. The observation probability,
the likelihood of observing , given state and action . The
observation probability is a function of because the features
(and hence symbol) obtained depends on the data acquired from
, is used to associate the
sensors. The -th cost function,
immediate cost of selecting action when the state is . The relationships between the POMDP variables are illustrated graphically in an influence diagram [Fig. 1(b)].
A. Objective Function
In POMDP problems, the objective is to search for a sequence
, that minimizes the
of actions (a policy),
cost function. In continuous monitoring, one is more concerned
with the long-term average cost per epoch. If there is only one
cost function, it implies searching for a policy that minimizes
the following average cost criterion:
(1)
where
denotes the expectation with respect to the policy ,
and
represents the immediate cost accrued at time with
state , with initial state . Note that (1) is evaluated with a fixed
policy; therefore, action is embedded in the cost function.
B. Policy Approximation Using Finite-State Controller
Solving exactly for the best policy of a general POMDP is
intractable due to hidden state space [33]. Consequently, selecting the best actions may require the complete history of the
, which potenaction-observation sequence,
tially leads to an unbounded amount of memory for decision
making [32]. POMDP can be converted to a continuous-state
Markov Decision Process (MDP), but the average cost criterion
with the equivalent continuous-state variable may not be solved
easily [34].
This paper proposes a sub-optimal approach that approximates the policy as a finite-state controller (FSC), and the
objective is to search for the optimal policy within this policy
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representation [34]. The approximation is achieved by discretizing the continuous-state space in the equivalent MDP
problem into multiple regions (or nodes). Each of the nodes in
this node space may transition to another node, guided by the
observation symbol. By adjusting the number of nodes, one can
achieve any arbitrary (and near-optimal) control policy with
sufficient memory [34], [35].
Definition 2: A (stochastic) finite-state controller (FSC) can
, where
be defined as a policy
:

node space
probability of selecting
action
at node

:

:

probability of transitioning
from node to node
and
with

,

FSC behaves as a finite-state machine. It issues an action
based on
, and the control action leads to an observation
symbol . FSC determines the new node based on the node.
transition probability
By using a finite-state controller, one can modify the
policy based on additional information from the problem
(e.g., stochastic versus deterministic actions) to limit the
search space. Because all variables are discrete, FSC can be
implemented as a lookup table. Most importantly, the joint
FSC-POMDP model can be analyzed as a finite-state Markov
chain with respect to the new discrete state variable
[Fig. 1(c)] [34], [35].
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section describes the method to acquire the relevant
model parameters and the joint FSC-POMDP model. Once the
joint model is formed, a corresponding optimization problem is
formulated to solve for the control policy.
A. POMDP
1) Training: The state-transition and observation probabilities for POMDP can be obtained using the methods in HMM
learning. An HMM can be defined as
:

user contexts (activities)

:

observation symbols
: state-transition probabilities of reaching next state
, given present state
: probability of observing

given

Suppose there are features in . Note that, from the definition of an observation symbol in Section II-B,

(2)
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Generally, the conditional joint probability in (2) is estimated
through supervised training for all states (similar to the maximum likelihood estimation used in obtaining HMM parameters). If conditional independence is assumed among all the features, then, the joint probability becomes

(4)

(5)
(3)
The independence assumption reduces the amount of training
data needed for parameter estimation. With supervised training,
the state-transition and observation probabilities can be comand
puted with annotated data. Specifically,
[using (3)] can be computed using maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., counting) [36]:

Furthermore, given initial
and
, an HMM
can be re-estimated with new observation symbols using various
(unsupervised) learning techniques such as the Baum-Welch aland
are discretized,
gorithm. Because both
they can be implemented efficiently as matrices (lookup tables)
in practice.
2) Model Parameters: Once the HMM parameters are obtained, it can be integrated into the POMDP model by incorporating appropriate actions and modifying the observation probabilities:
:

from HMM

:
:

from HMM
:

from HMM
: sensor-dependent observation probability

:

misclassification cost

:

energy cost

The derivation of
requires further explanation.
Control action has a direct influence on both feature extraction and symbol generation; namely, controls the availability
and
. In
of sensor data [Fig. 1(a)], and hence both
this paper, two control actions are defined: activate and deactivate all sensors. More control actions can be incorporated; for
example, can include all possible on/off combinations of the
available sensors.
as
Similar to the definition in (2), one can define
follows:

That is, if control action powers on the sensor that generates
, the respective conditional probability is the same probability distribution as derived from HMM training. When disables the sensor, no additional information is obtained from the
sensor. Thus, the corresponding probability distribution is uniform.
3) Misclassification Cost: The objective of our problem is to
minimize the cost of misclassifications. A cost function is defined so that it corresponds to the cost (or probability) of misclassifications. For instance, this function can be manually defined by a domain expert who determines the cost of misclassifi[13]. This paper proposes a (myopic) cost
cation for each
metric using the parameters from the POMDP model. Given
, let the probability of event
be
. This quantity represents the conditional likelihood of observing and the hidden state is . If one estimates
using this measure, then the cost of misclassification can
be defined as

(6)
where

.
is mainly influenced by the joint probability
. The maximum joint probability is then norto obtain the
malized by the marginal probability
posterior probability (and hence the cost function).
4) Energy Cost: An energy cost function associates each
control action to the corresponding energy consumption of
each sensor. For instance, the energy cost can indicate the
sensing and transmission energy. Consequently, multiple energy cost functions may exist for multiple sensors. In general,
the energy cost function of the -th sensor can be defined as

Only two control signals are considered: activate/deactivate
all sensors. Because the sensor set is homogeneous, only one
energy cost function needs to be defined. In practice, a heterogeneous set of sensors requires different energy cost functions,
can be pre-computed
and energy consumption for every
from offline measurements.
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To make the energy cost functions consistent across all sensors, define a normalized energy cost function:

(7)

for the -th sensor, where
. For example, if
each sensor has only on/off states, then
when
activates the -th sensor, and
otherwise. If a
.
sensor has multiple operating states, then
The normalized energy cost function is used in the optimization
problem formulation.
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Note that the FSC parameters ( and ) are coupled with the
original POMDP with this definition. The final control policy
is then solved using these parameters.
D. Context Classification
It has been shown that when updated properly, the belief state
is a sufficient statistic for context classification [32], [38]. The
belief state, , represents the probability mass function of all
; that is,
. As with
states
any probability function, satisfies the laws of probability.
, the new belief state,
Given the present belief state,
, can be computed using Bayes rule for estimating
posterior probability [32]:

B. FSC
The policy takes on the definition as mentioned in Section III-B.
1) Time Complexity: Denote the time to execute the FSC, then:
based control policy as

denotes the window size used for data acquisition and
represents the time required for
feature extraction.
generating an observation symbol; it is approximately constant
is the time required to compute
once features are extracted.
the new sensor control signal. Because can be implemented
.
as a lookup table,
and
denote the time required to activate
and deactivate sensors respectively. In practice, the time to
switch sensor states is dependent upon the actual hardware
system, and can be assumed to be constant with respect to
and the amount of sensor data. Thus, the time complexities of
and
are
. The overall time complexity
of executing the control policy in an epoch is:

(8)
, is used iteratively to comIn (8), the present belief state,
. The initial belief state, , can
pute the new belief state,
for
be initialized as a uniform distribution with
all s. After initialization,
is computed iteratively. The de, is the normalization factor that ensures
nominator,
remains a probability distribution:

The context classifier estimates the hidden state
by selecting the largest
:
.
1) Complexity: Assume that algebraic additions, multiplica(indepentions, and divisions can execute in constant time
dent of the POMDP parameters). The algorithmic complexity of
in real time is equal to
, from the definievaluating
tion of (8).
E. Computing Control Policy

2) Space Complexity: Using the standard big- notation, the
memory requirement of is
. The memory require. Therefore, the space complexity of
ment of is
.
implementing the control policy is
C. Joint Model
Given a policy, integrating FSC into POMDP results in a finite-state Markov Chain (with respect to
), which is
defined as follows [37]:
the set of all

:
:
:

pairs

The long-term average cost formulation in (1) is an unconstrained problem. For continuous monitoring, the wearable
platform wants to limit energy consumption below a certain
budget. Literature related to solving such problems include
[37], [39]–[41]. The proposed solution technique solves the
FSC.
optimization problem, given a fixedSolving the Bellman equations exactly with average cost criterion is intractable, and a closed-form solution may not exist.
Taking advantage of the problem structure is crucial. By construction, the finite-state Markov chain, , must contain a stationary distribution (asymptotic state occupancy distribution) to
have a feasible solution. This distribution can be considered as
the long-term state probability distribution when the process
runs for a long time. The optimization problem searches for
the solution directly by enforcing sufficient conditions for a
unique stationary distribution. Given that there exists a unique
, (1) is
stationary distribution and bounded costs for all
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TABLE I
FSC-POMDP OPTIMIZATION

independent of initial state probability distribution
equal to

, and is

(9)
where
is a column vector that represents the probability
mass function of the stationary distribution [34].
The complete optimization problem is shown in Table I. The
variables to be solved are the policy ( and ) and the stationary
. The objective function is to minimize the avdistribution
erage misclassification cost, and it is defined using (9). The optimization problem is subject to: (a) average energy cost constraint; (b) the stationary distribution constraint; and (c) probais the maximum energy budget of the
bility constraints.
sensors, and is assumed to be constant (and thus independent of
implies
initial state probability distribution [34]).
sensors are always off, and
always on. Thus,
may be viewed as the average duty cycle of the sensors in the
problem definition.
Stationary distribution constraints are enforced in order to
guarantee the final solution always reaches a stationary distri). Specifically,
bution for any control policy (for some
, where
the stationary distribution must satisfy
denotes the transpose of
. The probability constraints ensure
and
satisfy probability distributions.
The formulation in Table I is, in general, a quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP). There are efficient solution
techniques for solving such problems. In this paper, solutions
are obtained using the SNOPT solver [42].
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the proposed application, the MicroLEAP wearable platform is used for motion data collection [43]. Each subject is
asked to wear two MicroLEAPs (at waist level and ankles) and
a portable video camera for annotating the ground truth. Data

from MicroLEAPs (accelerometer data) are collected for analysis. In the experiments, accelerometer data are acquired at 128
Hz.
Each subject was instructed to carry out free-living activities
during (working) day time; and at least three working days (24
hours) of training data are collected for each subject. The length
and times of these activities were intentionally left to the discretion of subjects. Initial values for the HMMs are obtained
using previously obtained models with ground truth, and statetransition and observation probabilities are re-learned using the
Baum-Welch algorithm on training data. Testing data is collected on another working day; ground truth is captured by the
portable video camera. All sensor data were synchronized in
each session and manually annotated. For each subject, the MicroLEAP that provides the best feature/observation probabilities is selected as the sensor for training and testing.
Features are extracted from the time-series accelerometer
. One feature value is computed from a four-second
data,
window (512 samples). The feature used is the total energy contained in a fixed window (either in time or frequency domain)

Feature discretization and symbol generation are done using the
method described in Section II.
Two states (contexts) are incorporated into the model (i.e.,
). static represents minimal body movements, while moving may include walking and possibly other
non-periodic body movements. Because only one sensor is used,
. Note that the observation space
is
; they correspond to the indices from the symbol
generation. Finally, the control policy is defined as
.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, both simulation and experimental results of
a two-state model are illustrated. Specifically, the relative improvement in classifier accuracies (with respect to the POMDP
parameters) is studied. A policy comparison is also performed
to show the advantage of the FSC-based control policy. Finally,
a multi-state model example is provided to show the practicality
of the proposed algorithm.
A. Simulation Analysis
Fig. 2(a) and (b) illustrate the effects on classifier accuracy
as a function of . Plots are generated from simulations by executing the policy on a long sequence of symbols simulated
by the underlying HMMs as a function of energy budget.
First, note that the state-transition matrix affects the classifier accuracy. By analyzing with two states, one can gain some
intuition as to how the model parameters affect the classifiis symmetric, and
is
cation accuracy. For now, assume
equal to

. Obtaining

is often under user

control; it can be improved with more accurate feature extraction algorithms. Because is symmetric, its stationary distribution is uniform
. This is illustrated by the
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, the energy required is reduced
duty cycle). With
approaches zero, the energy reduction becomes
to 0.6. As
, the overall classifier
more significant. Also note that as
accuracy may exceed what is feasible with observation proba). This is due to the
bilities alone (when
filtering process inherent to the context classifier (analogous to
the forward algorithm [44]).
When

is asymmetric

, more infor-

mation is available regarding the stationary distribution [as indicated by the classifier accuracy with zero energy budget in
Fig. 2(b)]. Specifically, the asymptotic state occupancy distribution is skewed towards one state over the other, and the classifier
. As
accuracy at zero energy budget is equal to
the energy budget increases, the overall classifier accuracy improves. Note that the marginal increase in the overall classifier
accuracy is not as significant in this case because provides a
priori information regarding frequencies of state occupancy.
B. Analysis From Experimental Data

Fig. 2. Classification accuracy versus
(a) T: Symmetric. (b) T: Asymmetric.

energy

budget:

Simulations.

50% classifier accuracy with zero energy budget for the twostate problem (i.e., classification based purely on an underlying
Markov model, making no additional observations).
Because is completely parametrized by
, classifier accuracies increase more
rapidly with additional energy budget when
, while
increases linearly. This is because the context
classifier (Bayesian belief update) takes into account both the
state-transition and observation probabilities; the stationary
distribution only determines the classifier accuracy when the
sensors are unavailable. This is the inherent advantage of
incorporating the state-transition probabilities into context
classification: Bayesian belief update is almost always more
accurate than what a naïve Bayes classifier would provide
, in which case POMDP provides no addi(unless
tional advantage over the linear relationship provided by naïve
Bayes).
The main benefit of the proposed solution is the significant
energy reduction for a given classifier’s accuracy. For instance,
in Fig. 2(a), with a classifier accuracy of 90%, the naïve Bayes
classifier requires an energy budget of 0.9 (90% average sensor

Fig. 3(a)–(d) show the classifier accuracies as as a function of
energy budget for different subjects from experiments described
in Section V. In addition to the overall accuracies, the plots show
the sensitivity of the classification of each state (sensitivity cor, given the true
responds to how well the classifier detects
state is ).
First, note that all of the four models from experimental data
are asymmetric; this indicates that most subjects are more likely
to be sedentary in real life. With zero energy budget, the domiis always classified as the
nant state
true state, and the non-dominant state is always misclassified. In
for all subjects. As energy budget inthis case,
creases, the control policy makes more frequent observations to
states that are more difficult to detect; as a result, the sensitivity
of the non-dominant state exhibits a non-linear increase in all
four plots. The rapid rise of sensitivity is an expected behavior
from using POMDP, as opposed to a naïve Bayes model where
accuracy is linearly proportional to the energy budget. Such behavior is again attributed to the filtering provided by the classifier. Prior probabilities are no longer assumed to be uniform;
events are not completely independent. Another observation is
that the sensitivity rises rapidly when energy budget is close to
. This
zero; there are only marginal increases when
indicates that as the sensor is activated more often, less accuracy
is gained.
Fig. 4 shows the policy comparison between the FSC-based
solution from Section IV-E and a pure random sensor selection
policy. The random policy selects sensor action purely based on
:
and
. As a result, the random policy is independent of
. As expected, the FSC-based policy yields classification accuracies that are as good (or often better) than the
random policy across all data sets.
Table II shows the numerical results obtained from the solution on the data collected from the subjects. “Accuracy (NB)”
represents the classifier accuracies obtained from using a naïve
Bayes classifier. Because NB requires the sensor activation at all
), it corresponds to a point on
times (i.e.,
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=
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:994 0:006
= ( 0:061 0:939 ); O =

Fig. 3. Classifier accuracy versus energy budget. Subject 1:

O

0:011
= ( 00::989
062 0:938 ); Subject 3: T

(a) Subject 1. (b) Subject 2. (c) Subject 3. (d) Subject 4.

T

( 00::979
064
0
:992
( 0:092

the tradeoff curve. “Accuracy (POMDP)” represents the maximum classifier accuracy achieved by the proposed solution. To
determine the energy reduction with the proposed technique, the
following criteria are used: (a) the overall classifier accuracy
from POMDP must be at least as high as that provided by NB,
and (b) the sensitivity for each non-dominant state is within 5%
of the maximum value.
The experimental data corresponds to the predicted results:
a significant energy reduction is achieved. Specifically, using
the performance criterion specified above, the proposed technique saves an average of 0.44 unit of energy per epoch while
maintaining the specified accuracy. The FSC-based policy determines how and when the sensors are activated to make observations. Fig. 5 shows a segment of the time-series classification result and how the Bayesian classifier operates. When
and
gradthe sensor is deactivated, both
ually drifts towards the stationary distribution as dictated by
the corresponding HMM model. By making a new observation
as governed by FSC, the classifier updates the belief states ac-

0:021 ); O = ( 0:939 0:061 ); Subject 2: T = ( 0:989 0:011 );
0:936
0:013 0:987
0:076 0:924
0:008 ); Subject 4: T = ( 0:980 0:020 ); O = ( 0:984 0:016 ).
0:908
0:098 0:902
0:036 0:964

cordingly. The effect of a new observation depends on its relative value compared to . The key point to note is that on average, more energy (sensor resources) is allocated to detecting
. Intuitively, the stathe non-dominant state
tionary distribution tilts towards the dominant state, so other
states are more difficult to detect. By selecting the appropriate
cost functions, energy is spent on detecting ephemeral states to
maximize sensitivity.
C. Multi-State Model
The POMDP framework can be extended to multiple states.
In this section, a simple four-state model is constructed to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed framework. Interested readers
should refer to [45].
As
an
example,
the
states
considered
are:
. A MicroLEAP sensor
is strapped on the thigh area of a test subject. Three features
(mean value and variance in time domain, fundamental
frequency in frequency domain [46]) are extracted and the
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Fig. 4. FSC-based policy versus random policy. (a) Subject 1. (b) Subject 2. (c) Subject 3. (d) Subject 4.

TABLE II
NUMERICAL RESULTS: ACCURACY (NB) INDICATES THE CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACY WITH NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER. ACCURACY (POMDP) INDICATES
THE MAXIMUM CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ACHIEVED BY POMDP. ENERGY
REDUCTION INDICATES THE CORRESPONDING REDUCTION IN ENERGY BUDGET
WHEN THE ACCURACY WITH POMDP REACHES ACCURACY (NB)

random sensing policy because the control action is influenced
by observations. Part of the future work includes a more analytical method for determining the tradeoffs of different policy
representations.
VII. DISCUSSION

corresponding symbols are generated. The model defines
, and
. To train for the HMM, the
following approach is adopted. First the observation probability
is estimated using supervised training (i.e., annotated
is assumed to be time-homogeneous
data). Because
and the features are conditionally independent, it can be
is
estimated with a moderate amount of data [13]. Once
can be estimated using the Baum-Welch
available,
fixed) [44]. The state-transition and
algorithm (with
observation probability matrices are shown below

The corresponding tradeoff plot is shown in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b)
shows the classifier accuracies as determined by the FSC-based
policy and the random policy described previously. From the experiments, FSC performs consistently as good or better than the

Several caveats should be noted when using the POMDP
framework. First and foremost, POMDP assumes the underlying context transitions obey the Markov assumption. Within
the literature of context modeling, there are related applications
that have been experimentally shown to obey the Markov
assumption [47]–[51]. Second, POMDP assumes discrete time
and that and are finite. Third, the average cost criterion
ignores any near-term effects of the Markov process, which
may not be appropriate for certain applications.
The memory requirement of FSC-based policy grows linearly
and
; a large
does not necessarily
with respect to
can grow
imply a large FSC. On the other hand, the size of
quickly (due to the number of symbols needed for classificaand
are under
tion). A key advantage of FSC is that both
may include different
the designer’s control. For instance,
combinations of sensor activations and de-activations. In many
proFSC-based applications, it has been shown that small
vides near-optimal solutions [52].
In terms of HMM development, multiple types of features
(and thus observations) can be integrated into the POMDP
model by assuming conditional independence to reduce the
amount of training data needed [13]. The solution assumes the
policy conforms to a particular representation (FSC), and the
solution is derived based on that representation. Finally, the
proposed solution provides a general framework for efficient
context classification. Additional knowledge regarding the
specific application can be used to further limit the search space
of the policy representation.
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= 0 60

Fig. 5. Segment of temporal data with E
: . Top two plots indicate the ground truth and corresponding observation symbol o 2 . The third plot shows
the sensor state. The fourth plot shows the belief state of being in “static” and “moving” (classification output). Note that during the “off” period, the belief states
gradually drifts towards the stationary distribution. When the system receives a new o during an “on” epoch, the classifier adjusts the belief values accordingly.

Fig. 6. Classification results with j

j = 4. (a) Tradeoff. (b) Policy comparison.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a decision-theoretic approach to efficiently manage sensor energy for context classification under
a POMDP framework. Human contexts are modeled as an
HMM, and it is integrated into POMDP to take into account
the effects of dynamic sensor control. The proposed solution
is formulated as a constrained optimization problem, and the
results demonstrate significant energy reduction with the same
classification accuracy in all of the experiments. The control
policy, which is represented by a finite-state controller, is
practical for implementation in embedded devices because of
its low time and space complexities. The control policy makes
observations through the sensors and dynamically adjusts the

use of sensors. POMDP takes advantage of the probabilistic
nature of the phenomenon and employs expected values as the
metric for efficiently finding the best control policy.
Experiments were conducted under free-living conditions
with multiple subjects. Wearable motion sensors were used
in sensor data collection. Ground truth was obtained through
manual annotations with portable video recording. Due to
the nature of the application, the HMM for each subject was
re-learned using the Baum-Welch algorithm. For the two-state
model presented, the Baum-Welch algorithm performed consistently well. Part of the future work will include evaluation of its
efficacy with multi-state models in our applications. The results
demonstrated that significant energy reduction is possible if
the objective is to maintain the overall classifier accuracy. In

AU et al.: ENERGY-EFFICIENT CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION WITH DYNAMIC SENSOR CONTROL

all four subjects, less than 100% energy budget is required to
maintain the same accuracy provided by naïve Bayes classifier.
These results are encouraging because POMDP provides a
systematic approach to reduce sensor resource usage without
impacting the classification accuracy.
Future work includes implementing the proposed solution
in embedded devices and wearable sensors to verify the algorithm in real time. Furthermore, more states will be included in
POMDP to demonstrate the practicality of the proposed method.
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